Focus Blue - Gen 5
Wireless Braille Display

The most RUGGED Braille Display Available!

Generation 5 Focus Blue wireless Braille displays are powerful and rugged, built with aluminum and steel housing, and bumpers for added durability.

Choose between 14, 40, and 80 cells, suitable for different productivity levels. Perfect for individuals who demand a smooth, paper-like feel and want to personalize firmness.

The Focus connects to your laptop and mobile device via Bluetooth, or to your desktop PC via USB-C. Easily switch between five Bluetooth devices and one USB connection.

Features
- 14, 40, or 80 refreshable Braille cells, 8-dot Braille keyboard
- Convenient thumb keys, panning buttons, and cursor routing buttons
- Freedom Scientific exclusive NAV Rockers let you rapidly scroll by line, sentence, or paragraph, or pan through a document
- Built-in Scratchpad with BRF Book Reader
- Adjustable key repeat for rapid scrolling and panning

Compatibility and connectivity features
- Out-of-the-box compatibility with Apple® iOS 11 or later and Android devices
- Use with JAWS for combined speech and Braille access
- Use with JAWS for Braille Study Mode to learn and teach Braille
- Works with JAWS BrailleIn™ for contracted Braille input and full control in Windows®